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BACKGROUND and CONTEXT 

 

Introduction to Planning and Teaching 

Inquiry-Based Integrated Units 
 

My over reaching intention for preparing an Inquiry Based Integrated Unit  
is to provide students and educators, learning opportunities that ignite and 
fan a passion for life long learning.  I would know this has been achieved if I 
could bring to the school, experiences that were full of the wonder of life, 
are infused with connectedness and grounded in our real life communities. 
 



I would be purposeful, focussed and gently organized so that students have 
ample opportunities to build their background knowledge, direct their own 
learning and embrace mutltiple pathways to demonstrate and apply their 
learning in meaningful and authentic ways. 
 
 
I would put into practice the tools of the “artful educator” who has a full 

palate of instructional intelligences to apply to the rich canvas of  the 

integrated cross -curricular unit.  I would be mindful of the research that 
shows the association of well researched instructional strategies with high 
academic achievement.   
 
I would know that I have achieved my learning intention when I observe 
students, teachers and community members fully engaged in vibrant 
interactive and relevant conversations about their learning. 
 
 

The Context 
 
 
I have a passion for inquiry based learning and teaching.  I believe that the 
act of forming questions and exploring the mysterious is the purpose for our 
work and it embodies what education is all about. Inviting and supporting 
our students to be life long learners becomes the ultimate” Big Ticket” item 
in education. 
 
When students and teachers are invited to ask questions and follow 
through with their chosen inquiries, they take ownership of their learning.  

 
I am commited to finding a better way to organize my teaching and 
planning and know that I want to be part of a positive change in our 
education sytem.  Through inquiry-based learning, I believe we can guide 
our students toward being pro-active learners  who think and take the 
actions needed to make a difference. 
 
The multi-literacies pedagogic framework of the integrated inquiry unit can 
wrap itself around a focused theme that is relevant, authentic, community 
based and mindful of the diversity in all our classrooms and our world. 
 



This approach to planning favours student driven authentic projects as the 
vehicle for learning the identified key understandings as well as the 
knowledge aquiring processes needed to transform and personalize their 
thinking. 

 
The inquiry projects are student driven and matter in all the ways that are 
relevant for students.  When students are fully engaged in exploring the Big 
Inquiry concepts; they match the way experts aquire and implement 
knowledge.  
 
Our students must  learn the “process of knowledge making” and once 
mastered this  result  in students who are inducted into “the apprenticeship 
of true expertise”.  This only happens when students learn by doing what 
experts do. 
 
I have learned to not be surprised by the high level of academic 
engagement that is demonstrated as the students immerse themselves in 
big issues and take on difficult, deep and analytical thinking.  They plan 
inquiry projects that increase their awareness of the wold around them and 
are fully engaged because their learning is connected to their real world. 
They seem to go about this without the fear and anxiety that is commonly 
noted in single subject teacher-led curriculum studies.  
 
Students are provided with ample resources and explicit direct instruction 
so that they can practice the art of inquiry and grow confident that they can 
address real issues and challenges that present themselves in our real 
world. 
 
A powerful integrated unit has at the heart of it; a wealth of resources that 
teachers and students alike have gathered.  The resources support the 
investigation of the the identified “Big Inquiry Question” and  the individual’s 
inquiry builds on collective knolwledge of the community of learners in our 
classrooms. 
 
The resources are multi-leveled and multi-genred and include or promote 
the use of the broad range of literacies that our youth are comfortable 
accessing.   
 
The Integrated Inquiry Unit is the perfect vehicle for students to master 
identified key concepts and understandings.  These newly learned 



concepts are more likely transferred because the students are challenged 
to apply their learning to authentic experiences, usually in the community 
itself.  Overlapping skills as concepts are illuminated for the learner.  This 
results in students transfering their learning to new situations.   

 
Creating these units is a collaborative event that can involve a teaching 
partner or the entire school faculty and the students themselves.  
 
School based and/or district collaborative sessions results in educators 
sharing their enthusiasm and expertise to create a rich integrated unit 
where environmental concepts are embedded into the teaching and 
learning.  The powerful impact of teacher collaboration is fully embraced.  
Meetings are focussed on  student learning outcomes and close 
examination of student work results in a collective determination of what  is 
really important.  
  
Implementation of a rich inquiry-based learning and teaching integrated unit 
of study demands examination of the impact of time on learning outcomes.  
At the elementary level it would not be uncommon for three hours each day 
dedicated to literacy with two hours of reading and one hour of writing.  In 
the 90/90/90/ Schools: A Case Study, educators established that “in order 
to break the mold in student achievement they had to break the schedule”.   
 
British Columbia educators K-7 Language Arts is a document dedicated to 
supporting students learning to learn.  When cross-disciplinary integration 
is implemented and deep clollaborative conversations are regularly 
scheduled increased student achievement is noted in all subject areas.  
(page 196.197 and 200 Acountability in Action) 
 
 

The Planning 
 
 
Although I have been creating integrated units for over thirty years,  I have 
recently attempted to clarify the planning process.   I have attempted to 
describe the steps and stages that I use when I start  planning and 
implementing a new inquiry based integrated unit of study.  
 



This process has required that I think through and articulate how I work 
towards the goal of students embracing self-directed learning. and how I 
can structure learning opportunities that explicitly  
involve students in “Learning how to Learn” outcome that is so much a part 
of the experience.of Inquiry-Based Learning. 

 
On reflection, I think that I personally had to master the pedagogy behind 
self directed learning in order to be able to pass it on to my students and 
colleagues.  I also noted that creating a new inquiry-based teaching unit 
was multi-layered and complex.  The plannng process does not seem to fit 
into a linear or step by step process.  I have used the term “Focus Area for 
Planning”.  The best way to describe the process is that it becomes a 
working plan- a constant “Work in Progress”.  In fact, some have been 
three to four years in the making. 
 
My more recent units have demanded care and attention to youth in 
contemporary society.The most important word I work with is the word 
“engagement”.  If our students are not engaged, if they cannot relate to, or 
do not see themselves in the curriculum we will not see the gains that our 
students need to make.  Engagement is key to closing the daunting 
achievement gap that presents itself in aboriginal education. For this 
reason, I have moved from including aboriginal perspectives in my planning 
to creating materials that come directly from the territory.  In fact, most of 
the content in the most recent integrated unit comes right out of one 
particular bay on the Stz’uminus Territory. 
 
The multiple ways that youth negotiate and respond to change is germaine 
to this discussion,because young people are making choices about what is 
important to them.  
 
I wondered how I could engage students so that they were involved and 
stimulated intellectually and are also supported academically to develop the 
skills and knowledge that they need.    
 
I am convinced that the mult-literacies inquiry based learning pedagogic 
framework offers what is needed for our youth to avoid feeling alienated .  
They are invited to become engaged and participate fully in their learning 
that is seeped in connectedness to their world.  An inquiry-Based Learning 
Unit that  is implemented school wide results in students becoming a 
community of learners where all students have something to contribute. 



 
Although the Integrated Inquiry Unit is complex, noted researchers, Daniels 
and Bizar have described it as the “ Best of the Methods that Matter.”  They 
tell their readers that it is this method where great teachers pull it all 
together  
 
 
 
“With inquiry-based integrated  units, teachers emphatically step out of the 
single-subject instruction and lead their students into inquiries as complex 
and multi-disciplinary as the real-world issues grown-ups face as workers, 
parents and citizens.” 
(Harvey Daniels & Marilyn Bizar, teaching the Best Practice Way, 2005, 
p296.) 
 
 
I am baffled as to why we are so reluctant to embrace a model of teaching 
known as “inquiry” and integrated learning.  
 
 “Dedicated single subject, information-transmission curriculum-centred 
models of teaching have been discredited through the rigorous studies of 
Ralph Tyler(1949)and the last thirty years of research in coginiton, 
education and literacy learning.  The inquiry integrated approach is an 
alternative supported by current research.  has reported that curricular 
coherence results when student can relate to a clear central purpose and 
where students participate in multi-disciplinary conversations.” (Applebee,et 
al.,2000) 
 
Jeff Whilhelm’s two texts on Inquiry are saturated with research references 
that guide us in implementing pedagogy.  (All participants in the Action 
research Project dedicated to providing the support and scaffolding for 
implementing inquiry-cross curricular projects should have access to or 
own copies of Engaging Readers and Writers with Inquiry (2007) and 
Inquiring Minds Learn to Read and Write (2009) for book club discussions. 
 
Sharing  the planning process that I have used in creating around thirty 
integrated units and to highlight what has worked and how this approach to 
learning fully engages their learning presented a challenge. 
 



I hope that my attempts to share the nuts and bolts, tears and joys of 
creating the units will prove helpful.  I am pleased to share the deep 
conviction I have that we owe students a new approach to their education 
and that inquiry-based learning is the vehicle for this change! 
 
Despite the multi-layered pieces,  and the sophistication required to pull it 
all together, educators are up to the task and have they have the expertise 
and knowledge to make it happen.  
 We can create learning environments and structures that embrace the art 
and science of teaching through Inquiry-Based Integrated Learning and 
Learning Teaching.  However, success is dependent on educators 
embracing the importance of  having  conversations that are focussed on 
student achievement and engagement. 

 
 
 

Area of Focus:Deciding on the  
 the Big Inquiry Question 

 
 

The origins of a new integrated inquiry always involves articulating the big 
concept. This big concept must strike everyone on the planning team as 
highly relevant to young people and be germaine  to the global issues that 
are affecting our environment.  It must also reflect the students’ rich 
complex lives.  And it must have lots of possibilities for students to apply 
their learning in the real world and or in their community.  These tests of 
relevancy are so important if the students are to embrace and connect with 
the Big Inquiry Question 
 
Multiple pathways to learning must be provided.  The learning community 
that we create must meet the diverse needs and the diverse strengths of 
our students and possibly of our community members.  Not all students 
need to achieve competency of the outcomes in the exactly the same way.  
This is at the heart of the approach.  
 
The Big Inquiry has to have to have depth and real value.  It has to pass 
the test of being “Worthy of Grand Conversations” a term that Faye 
Brownlie uses in many of her workshops.  (Faye Brownlie 2000 workshop 
Nanaimo, B.C.) 
 



This focus on a Big Idea/Concept is very important because we are not 
leaving the learners “unattended“ in their ability to make connections and 
build their background knowledge on an identified Inquiry Question.  We 
will be focussing on the what and the who of the learner.  But in ways that 
truly help the learner.  (Sometimes inquiry-based learning is thought to 
simply involve the invitation to learners to ask questions then find out and 
report out on information on a given topic).  

 
 

I see this as far too open-ended and leaves students guessing as to what is 
wanted from their teachers.  But most importantly it does not provide the 
platform for teachers and learners to integrate their pedagogies around 
artful and reflective teaching. 
 
Inquiry-based learning involves a focussed issue that likely invloves 
problem solving.  Learning intentions for lessons and criteria for student  
driven inquiry-based projects are co-constructed.  The educators are 
putting all their knowledge and expertise toward creating a text-rich 
learning envelope where students interact with resources, media and 
community experts for the duration of the unit. 
 
The unit should constantly challenge our students to  know how all human 
activities, cultures, economies and environments, are deeply embedded 
and dependent on natural systems.  ”Everything is Connected” is a thread 
that wraps around all the units I have worked on and it is this statement that 
grounds the learning across all the disciplines. 
 
Each unit engages students in authentic projects that are student driven 
and demand and understanding of and an appreciation about  diverse 
cultures and the common bonds that link all humanity.  
 
Every unit embraces the belief that students and educators must 
acknowledge the territory that they stand on.  Aboriginal perspective across 
all the learning outcomes takes place in a natural and respectful manner.  
 
Our classrooms are diverse and it is essential that the unit has the scope 
necessary  to provide all  students with the tools and structured learning 
opportunites that will need to understand the global village in which they 
live. 

 



 
I wanted to convey the importance of identifying a suitably “Big Idea” for the 
Inquiry-based learning unit.  This will result in students engaging in their 
learning because it has real purpose.  The idea to be explored must be 
relevant and welcome a multitude of disciplines of study to be tapped into.  
The students must find the topic that relates to their real lives and to what 
they see as important in todays’ world.  Questions big and little can easily 
be generated with the guidance and support of the planning team.   
 
The biggest test will be if the “Big Inquiry” can be viewed as purposeful, 
authentic and motivating because without a sense of purpose and 
motivation real engagement will not happen. And if our students are not 
engaged…they are not learning! 

 
 

Area of Focus 
What will be the enduring undertanding/key concepts? 

 
 

Once the Big Idea is identified, the planning centres around identifying the 
KEY IDEAS and the ENDURING CONCEPTS that will be mastered when 
students have completed the Learning Unit? 
 
The conversations around what the possible learning outcomes and key 
ideas or Enduring Concepts might be are addressed within the context of 
our students strengths and needs.  ( I often plan for a school wide learning 
focus.  If the units serve only a few grades, resources can be sorted to fit 
the needs of the classes.) 
 
A large paper with a topic web organizer gets educators started 
constructing identifying the many topics that are germaine to the Big Inquiry 
Question. 
 
The brainstorming and webbing gets us thinking about all the ways 
students will be able to show what they know by tapping into many 
curriculum areas. 
 
The Show What you Know and Writing to Learn Developmental Rubric has 
allowed our planning team to identify a common focus or key area of 
learning and match content and student skill level for a six-week term.   



 
At this stage we might be already be thinking about constructing the Red 
Light Green Light Chart that puts the list of learning outcomes for the unit 
into student friendly language.  
 
 
 
This particular “assessment for learning” strategy is described by Caren 
Cameron.  We want to make the learning outcomes for the unit explicit and 
clear for all the students. Students learn that they must provide evidence in 
their portfolio that they have mastered the key understandings.   
 
We plan mini-lessons to show students that they can meet these learning 
outcomes at different times or rates and that the evidence that they provide 
for meeting the outcomes can take on many forms or pathways.  The Red 
Light Green Light page is placed at the front of their journal of learning and 
is constantly reviewed and updated.  
 
Teachers collect anchors or exemplars of what it looks like and sounds like 
if the outcomes are fully met..  Students are re-assured that they will be 
supported in their learning plans through the use of the identified “Focus 
Texts” and all of the rich text—sets that have been gathered and continue 
to be gathered throughout the unit of study. Students are not expected to 
generate possible inquiry until they have mastered a reasonable amount of 
content.   
 
Further scaffolding is provided through the structured approach of each 
week identifiying the goal and or comprehension strategies. 
 
Teachers provide Mini-lessons that feature the multiple disciplines and 
provide the scaffolding and structures for students to understand  that they 
can show what they know in a variety of ways.  Student exemplars and 
student inquiry projects from previous years are available for student 
perusal. (We recently created a video of the Celebration of Learning so that 
students have a visual reference of successful inquiry action plans.) 
  
We want our students to experience how deep and varied the learning can 
be.  Students are challenged early on to to search out relevant topics 
resources, artifacts and experts and actively contribute to the “Working 
Document Topic Web” that is displayed in the classroom.   



 
By this time the key Green Light Outcomes are identified but there are 
many more relevant learning outcomes that might be addressed as 
students stake on their own inquiry question related to this unit of study. 

 
 
 

 
 
Because a wide range of curriculum areas have relevance to our Big 
Inquiry; students are working towards mastery of a wide range of the 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes.  Students are constantly referring to and 
highlighting areas that they feel they are addressing through the “Big 
Inquiry Unit” of study and through their own inquiry-based project.   
 
For example: I Provide a big chart where the learning outcomes for the 
language arts K-7 are presented on a single sheet.  The point is that many 
of our learning outcomes overlap grade to grade and that as teachers and 
learners we are engaged in refining these competenciies our entire lives.  
 
 
 
 

Area of Focus 
Getting into 

Gathering the resources 
 
 

Now that we have a solid sense of the scope of the unit the search begins.  
I am looking for a wide range of reading levels to accommodate ALL 
learners.  I am mindful of all aspects of the Balanced Literacy Classroom.  
Materials for small group instruction, Literature Circle resources, Picture 
books for “Mini-Lessons or Shared Readings”.  Independent Inquiry Study, 
resources and materials that will work with our Buddy Learning classrooms 
or other cross curricular and cross grade interactions are gathered.  
 
Recently, I have been asking students to contemplate pairing of fiction and 
non-fiction resources to form the” Perfect Pair Conversation “Inventory.  
This is where students decide to share their personal findings from an 



article or book of interest with someone else’s article that has some 
interesting connections  This could work with “Terrific Triads” as well.   
Venn diagrams or a graphic organizer that creates spaces for student 
connections and points of comparison and contrast across the articles.are 
provided.  Students would also note how their thinking had been 
transformed or impacted as a result of their conversations.  I mention this 
strategy because it has proven to be an excellent way to fully appreciate 
single copy items while students make text to text connections. 

 
The inclusive classroom investigates and includes aboriginal content 
throughout the unit.  Every integrated unit models how we acknowledge the 
territory we are standing on.  I search for resources that identify the 
accurate historical and contemporary contributions of First Nations.  (I first 
look to our local territory but also include  Metis and Inuit references.)  I 
look at each curriculum strand and think “How will I bring in relevant topics 
of study across curriculum areas so that our Aboriginal students find their 
voice and in our schools?” The use of literature, oral narratives and local 
heroes  has consistently been demonstrated as highly engaging.  
Again, the inquiry-based learning approach is a natural vehicle to explore 
the connectedness of all of us around the world and embrace the 
Aboriginal phrase “All my Relations”. 

 
I rely heavily on the students to guide me in making sure that the rich 
electronic information sites are identified.  Accessing all kinds of different 
sources for information is important. (Our local treaty group has given 
permission to use all of the information that they have on their web site.)  
 
The community is viewed as a learning source and laboratory.  Students 
are encouraged throughout the unit to bring artifacts or identify community 
experts or mentors that might contribute to our ever growing schemas of 
the unit of study.  A binder with recommended websites for all to contribute 
is displayed in a common area. 
 
The resources are catalogued and an inventory check out system is 
created.  Lots of time for Book Passes and Toe Dipping is provided so that 
students become familiar with the text sets that are available.  Library 
searches and community resources are added to the inventory.  Students 
also have copies of the key concepts or enduring ideas along with the 
learning outcomes that might be met.  And if a resource is deemed relevant 
it can be added to the resources bins. 



The unit is beginning to take shape.  Launching the unit with a rich, active 
and hands on lesson sequence is really important if the energy and 
engagement for learning is to be tapped.  The launching the unit lessons 
should help the students get to know the wide range of resources 
 
The important thing about the Inquiry approach to learning is that it allows 
for curriculum coherence.  There is a clear focus for study and yet the 
interconnectedness of our topic also is evident in the unit materials that are 
chosen as well as the learning outcomes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Area of Focus  
Supporting Students learning through Explicit and Direct strategy  
Instruction (Lesson Sequences) and Embedding Assessment for 

Learning  Strategies every day 
 
 

Inquiry based integrated units and student inquiry projects outline an 
approach to teaching reading where comprehending, and constructing 
meaning of the text, is the “purpose” of reading.  To accomplish this, 
students have to be actively involved in knowing, understanding, using, and 
evaluating the effectiveness of the reading strategies that they use.  
 
Giving students the language they need to discuss and reflect on their 
learning is a critical peice of inquiry-based teaching.  This naming of the 
learning strategy often takes place during the daily mini-lesson that helps 
focus on the goal for the week.  Students can apply this knowledge when 
they present their inquiry projects or they create buddy learning activities 
such as creating a guided reading lesson for a younger grade to practice 
transfer and demonstrate that they really own the “learning to learn” 
strategies.  
 



When teachers embrace the inquiry way of learning they realize that it is 
the perfect vehicle for students and teachers to express their instructional 
intelligence.  Our students demonstrate a wide range of learning strengths 
and challenges and this demands that the educators tool kit be fully 
stocked.  Stating the lesson’s intention in clear language and providing 
teacher and student generated criteria for reaching competency of the 
outcomes means that each student is invited to show what they know in a 
variety of ways.  
 
The idea that students may take a different learning path than their peers 
but still end up reaching mastery of the key concepts is very important.  For 
students who have not worked with inquiry-based learning this might need 
ample demonstration lessons.  This will help develop the foundation for 
students to really think about their strengths as a learner and how they can 
own their own learning through inquiry.  
 
Teachers and students are asked to think of many ways to present  
evidence of their learning.  Students  may respond to a variety of 
instructional approches that tap into their particular ways of learning and 
knowing .(The principles of Universal Design help direct us toward all of the 
possibilties that technology and differentiated instruction can offer.) 
 
The students themselves are taught instructional strategies and how why 
and when they might be implemented.  Because students will be peer 
coaching and buddy teaching, they will need this set of skills to help their 
partners master and or complete their inquiry.  They will be involved in peer 
and self assessment on a daily basis so the students are motivated to pay 
attention and to really master  these strategies as they know it will help 
them reach their audience who will be receiving their inquiry project. 
 
Students know that they will be asked by educators and community 
members how they were able to learn what they have presented and how 
their new learning transformed their thinking.  Teachers (facilitators) and 
students will be aware of and implement the concepts of Assessment for 
Learning.   
 
Students will be able to state the learning intention for the mini-lesson that 
they create for their audience and will know how to create criteria that 
guides the learner and instructor in their delivery of the lesson.  Students 
become very familiar with re-stating the teachers learning intention to peers 



and classroom visitors.  They know that if they cannot identify the purpose 
for the learning they must work with peers or their teacher to clarify the 
intentions. 
 
Stating the purpose for learning should always be evident and this goes a 
long way in engaging students who have gathered lots of frustrations 
around their learning. 

 
 

Focus Area: 
Adapting the Unit to meet the  student strengths and stretches  

A TEACHING STORY.   
 
 

I was recently asked to  work with our districts Junior Alternate students. 
(Severe Behaviour) and this provided me with lots of opportunities to hear 
from students about how they felt about school.  For the most part, their 
comments were seeped in frustration and despair.   
 
I had to think carefully about how I would engage the students so that the 
often heard complaint that the curriculum content had little to do with their 
lives didn’t rear its ever present head.  
 
This particular teaching situation involved twenty five students who 
presented significant literacy and behaviour concerns. You can imagine 
that engagement was of utmost importance . And that this would be a true 
test for the inquiry approach to learning.    

 
Why do we have to do this stuff? and What’s this got to do with me?  were 
questions that students were not shy about presenting to the entire staff on 
a regular basis.    

 
Using the Action Research Framework, all staff worked together to create a 
literacy project that really mattered to these kids.  We worked together to 
build an inquiry based integrated unit around exploring  the ideas behind 
the phrase  “Stepping Up”- “Taking action and Making a Difference“.  The 
Big inquiry question was ”What  will  you do to make a difference in your 
community?” 
The process of collaboration and planning for the unit was a powerful 
experience.  As the entire staff had input.  The most impressive part of 



working with these teachers was their convinction  that their students could 
improve their literacy skills and were highly teachable  if the issue of 
connectedness  and relevance was addressed. 
 
We made sure that their learning matched real life practitioners and looked 
at how they might solve real problems. (their inquiry).  Resources were 
multi-leveled and multi genred.   
Extensive use of electonic information contributed to student engagement.  
Students were challenged to think deeply about the issues.  Their 
background knowledge was always valued and as a resut of combining 
prior knowledge with new content and then actually using the concepts 
taught through inquiry projects resulted in significant improvement in 
literacy scores ans well as reduced behavior issues. 
 
When students experience true ownership of their learning they appreciate 
that the content that is presented tries to be authentic and interconnected.  
 
They have identified what it means to truly be transformed as a result of 
their learning experiences.  One student stated that she wasn’t worried 
about making the transition to the more traditional setting  because she 
stated that if they (the next year’s teacher) did not provide inquiry based 
learning she knew how to create her own questions and she knows the 
strategies so well she will always use them! 
 
Buy in was  a big part of the engagement piece and when students 
themselves are the ones asking the majority of the questions and the ones 
doing most of the talk, they easily reach their learning outcomes!  
 
When our students are challenged to become aware of real world issues 
that have real impact on their present and future lives the issues of young 
adolescents and alienation fade away. 
Book Clubs, Shared readings, small group direct instruction, information 
circles, mini-lessons with clearly stated learning intentions, provided daily 
explicit teaching of the skills that were needed to meet their learning 
outcomes.    
Consistency was achieved by stating the Focus for the week.  (All 
comprehension strategies were covered using the Gradual Release 
Framework.: Mini-lesson modeled the comprehension strategy, small group 
instruction was available for the guiding of the learning and independent 



activities were created to provide transfer and practice of newly learned 
literacy skills.) 
 
A document called Foundations for Learning helped ground our student in 
journey toward increased literacy learning. (This document helped me 
create the Showing What you Know document that asks students to 
monitor their mastery of the key learning outcomes for the unit.) 
 Most of the students at the start of the session believed that they could 
read.  They saw literacy as” I can read” or “I can’t read” kind of topic.  
Embracing literacy as a meaning making active process where deep critical 
thinking resulted from interacting with text was a new discussion and  
challenged the students to reflect on their own skill level to really make 
meaning from text as well as to think deeply and critically.  
 
The concept that the students could show what they knew in a variety of 
ways took some thoughtful planning on the teachers part. Showing 
students that oral language skills can be used to demonstrate mastery of 
concepts was certainly a new idea. Just as  cross- curricular learning 
means that their learning strengths and stretches can  be accomadated 
and learning outcomes still accomplished. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Final Thoughts 

 
From my experiences with working with all levels of students  and adults 
using inquiry-based teaching and learning principles I have noted that the 
academic bar is raised far higher than  teachers would dare imagine.  I am 
constantly amazed at the rigor and dicipline learners  ask of themselves 
when they are in charge of their projects and know that they have been 
invited to take responsibility for their own learning  



 
They demonstrate deep thinking and careful analysis and are quick to 
evaluate the level of reliability of the source of their informatiion.  They 
learn to handle the task of sorting and sifting through a lot of information 
that may or may not be germaine to their inquiry.  This is such an important 
skill for the students to master as information overload can be is a real 
issue with the rich contextual lives our students grow up in.   
  
I am convinced that the inquiry-based integrated unit of learning provides 
the platform or canvas from which we can truly meet the needs of all 
learners in the inclusive classroom. 
 
We know that successful Aboriginal students are able to identify their 
heritage with pride, confidence and knowledge throughout their school 
experiences.  As a district, we have a deep respect for Aboriginal culture, 
language and traditions.  Researching and promoting effective practices for 
Aboriginal students is very much a part of our strategy for improving 
student achievement for Aboriginal students.  We are committed to 
promoting success for our Aboriginal students.  
 
We are currently implementing an Action Research Project that that will 
articulate a detailed plan to support our district teachers in their 
implementation of the principles and practices that are the foundation for 
every inquiry –based teaching and learning unit.  
 
The resources and professional development strategies that have been 
developed over the past years have come from a place of deep 
commitment to teachers being “Reflective” about their day to day practice.   
The basic inquiry question for me as the authour /facilitator for all of the 
Inquiry-Based teaching and Learning Integrated Units have been: 
 
“Does my day to day practice in the classroom reflect the current body of 
research around effective practice?  
 
This "Umbrella Inquiry or Big Question” has helped to guide what I do as a 
Literacy Coordinator and provides me with the confidence to invite teachers 
to fully participate in creating learning environments for our students where 
learning is purposeful and relevant.  The students are engaged and they 
DO things and there is function attached to what they are learning.  There 
are many opportunities to be social learners and are encouraged to 



negotiate and share what they have learned.  The students have chances 
to build connections with authours and real experts in the community.   
 
Teachers see that they must get to know their students and they must care 
about them, address their interests, assist them and not give up on them. 
But most importantly they must be PASSIONATE about the content and 
about TEACHING!  
 


